COMMITTEE MEETING #1
Monday 27 September 2021
GM: Not Long Enough
phuket-hhh.com

While we all await the relaxation of restrictions that will let us hash regularly
again GM Not Long Enough called his first committee meeting for 6 PM,
September 27th at the Expat hotel in Patong.
Attending: Not Long Enough, Lucky Lek, Jaws, Manneken Pis, Su Su Nonna,
Crack A Boner, Invisible Man, Wilma & Fungus as scribe.
GM opened the meeting welcoming his new committee making it clear that his
agenda was going to be no agenda while the committee was invited to present
agenda points related to their roles. Next NLE did an “okayness” check with
various committee members to see that they understood their job before then
asking if they needed anything from him for support. The committee was deemed
“OK” by the GM!
First brought up for discussion were points related to Hares, Runs & Rules. Going
forward our incoming Runmaster Manneken Pis will handle all haring issues as
they arise. Although the Haring Guideline PDF will be removed from the website
some points will remain in practice such as hares showing only twice in the
hareline. Hares will be limited to four hares per run or see the Runmaster for other
permissions. Hare beers will return to 10 beers per 2 hares and a maximum of 12
beers for 3 or more hares. Hares will not be charged a registration fee as a special
thanks for their efforts. Interested hashers are invited to contact any of the more
experienced hares about getting involved.
The PISH (Phuket Island Southern Hash) was reviewed and with the
understanding the PISH schedule will not interfere in any way with the Saturday
hash, they are welcomed and invited to post on the hareline and link to pictures
posted to facebook.
Our treasurer Crack A Boner reported that our hash is happy and good financially.
Also reported was that refunds are nearly completed from the canceled Outstation
run.

GM will work with Su Su Nonna to create a special local run on Coconut island
that will replace a normal Sat. run in the near future. Accommodations will be
available but the day is a normal run for everyone. The no-flex date will require
other hares to adjust accordingly. This run is for all hashers and will involve an
earlier starting time to accommodate ferry times and tide heights. GM NLE will
offer up more details on the website and facebook as the plan develops.
PH3 Community support was discussed and decided upon. The GM will work
directly with Wilma and Fungus to act immediately for getting food to those in
real need in Phuket. This will happen ASAP, funded by our unused budget of
between 40,000 and 50,000 baht. Hashers are invited to offer locations and help
with making purchases and deliveries.
Invisible Man, our incoming Hash Quack, will add a new feature by making
announcements in the circle before the run advising on safety points, first aid and
dealing with issues such as leeches. He is currently interviewing for a nurse
assistant adding that having a uniform is helpful but not necessary. As IM is about
the most injured person on our runs this creative idea will me most interesting for
us all, especially if the nurse-in-uniform is cute.
Fungus will add a limited supply of Post-its and colored paper strips to the PH3
haring supplies. As more concern is voiced by landowners about PH3's colored
paper disfiguring their gardens and trails some hares have begun using less
intrusive Post-its along with stapled colored strips for all or parts of their run. This
initiative isn't to replace PH3 using colored paper but to improve our relationship
with landowners while reducing our foot print.
GM Not Long Enough again thanked his committee stating that they were the
decision makers and his role was supporting them. NLE did make it clear that
during his time as GM he would not allow inappropriate names for new hashers
and that he would also change some degrading existing names that prevent some
members from attending our events. The GM is always right!
GM Not Long Enough brought his first committee meeting to a close by having
scribe Fungus read his notes out loud for review and committee acceptance before
he then closed the meeting, whereby the committee ordered their food. Special
tea flowed from mugs continuously throughout the meeting & meal.

